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1. ADOPTION OF SECOND REPORT OF TIE COIIIITTEE TO THE COI.2IITTEE ON PROGRAMME 
AND BUDGET (Document A9/AFL/27) 

The CHAIR1IAN called on the Rapporteur to read the draft second report of the 

Committee to the Committee on Programme and Budget. 

é 

Mr PLEIC (Yugoslavia), Rapporteur, read the report and said that the figures 

in Part II -would be added by the Committee on Programme and Budget, both for the 

main budget and for the supplement. He pointed out also a small error in the 

numbering of the paragraphs in the French text. 

Mr LAWRENCE (Liberia) asked,for a further explanation of the absence of 

figures under Part II - operating programme. 

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance), Secretary, explained that the procedure was governed by resolution WHA.9.2. 

Paragraph 2 (d) required the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters 

to review the parts of the budget dealing with Organizational Meetings and 

Administrative Services and report thereon to the Committee on Programme and Budget. 

Paragraph 1 (e) required the Committee on Programme and Budget to recommend the 

completed Appropriation Resolution after inserting the amounts relating to Part II 

for the operating programme. The figures for Part II to which the delegate from 

Liberia had referred were the responsibility of the Committee on Programme and 

Budget. 

Decision: There was no further discussion and the draft report was adopted. 
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2. ADOPTION OF FOURTH IDPORT OF Ж COKMTTSS (Document A9/AFL/2S) 

Th3 CHAIRLIA.N called upon the Rapporteur to introduce the draft fourth report 

of the Committee . 

Mr PLSIC (Yugoslavia), Rapporteur, read the report to the Committee and, with 

reference to paragraph 3 of the report, pointed out that the French text included 

the word "pleinement" which had not been contained in the text submitted by the 

drafting group. The word fully" occurred in both the present Dnglish text and 

in that which had been before the Committee. He had, therefore, after consultation 

with French-speaking delegates, taken the liberty of inserting "pleinement" in the 

French text. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the report should be considered paragraph by 

paragraph. 

There was no comment on paragraph 1. 

Decision: The paragraph wr.s approved. 

There vías no discussion on paragraph 2. 

Decision: The paragraph was approved. 

There was no discussion on paragraph 3. 

Decision: The paragraph was approved. 
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Mr GE3®A3RTS (Belgium) referred to the wording of paragraph 4 and said that 

those who had been present at the œeting on the previous day knew that the discussion 

had been of considerable interest, but for those who had not been at the discussion 

the last -words of the paragraphs "decided to proceed to the next 'item on the 

agenda" might perhaps sou&d too casual. 

The GHAIXAN recalled that the wording was in fact $hat suggested by the 

delegate of India, which bad been accepted by the Committee. 

Dr BERNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) suggested that if it were possible 

to make an amendment at this stage, the words to which the delegate of Belgium had 

referred might be deleted with consequential slight amendments to the earlier part 

of the paragraph. 

The СНЛ1Ш1Ш pointed out that to do that would mean reopening the discussion 

and that that would require a two-thirds majority. 

Dr. ЗЕШП-IbRDT did not press his point. 

The GHâlRHAN put the report as a whole to the Co.Jnittee. 
i 

Decisions The report was adopted. 

3. CLOSURE OF SESSION 

The CIIAIRLlAli said that the work of the Committee had come to an end, but 

before closing the Committee he would like to congratulate its members on the 
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smoothness and. efficiency with which they had dealt with the items on the agenda, 

and on the excellent spirit vrtiich had characterized the debates - which, had more 

than maintained the high lavel of discussion for which the Conrdttee had bean noted 

at Assemblies in the past. 

He also wished to express his feeling of pride at having had the honour of 

presiding over the deliberations of the Committee. To have occupied a chair which, 

I in the past, had been filled by some great men in the health field was indeed an 

honour to his country and to himself. Apologizing for his shortcomings, he 

quoted from Shakespeare: "Í have ventur'd, like little wanton boys that swim on 

bladders, these many summers in a sea of glory, but far beyond my depth". If 

he had not been completely submerged, it was because of the unfailing courtesy 

and good spirit of the members of the Committee 

The Committee would, surely like to join him in thanking the Vice-chairman, 

Mr Sjárensen, the Rapporteur, Mr, Pleic, and Dr Brady, the representative of the 

Executive Board, for the way in which they had facilitated the work of the 

I Committee. Once more the Committee had also enjoyed the devoted services of 

all members of the Secrstariat, not only on the stage but also behind the scenes. 

He wished members of the Committee a safe journey home and expressed the 

personal hope to see them all again the following year. 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) said that he was in no position to match the eloquence of 

the Chairman^ very fine speech which had been in fall accordance with the 

magnificent manner in which he had guided the bu'siness of the Committee during 

the last weeks. 
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On behalf of the Committee, he would like to move a vote of thanks to the 

Chairman for the way in v.hich he had carried out his duties. The spirit of 

harmony and co-operation which had prevailed in the Committee was in a large 

measure due to the flexible and friendly way in which the Chairman had guided the 

Committee and enabled it to complete its work in good time. He was pleased to 

propose a vote of sincere thanks and appreciation to the Chairman and -thought it 

only fair to couple with his name those of the Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur who 

had done sterling work in the Committee. While he was not certain whether it was 

in accordance with international etiquette for one Brady to congratulate another 

on his work, he yet wished to join the Chairman in expressing on behalf of the 

Committee full thanks to Dr Brady, representative of the Executive Board. 

The Committee also wished to thank the Director-General, the Assistant 

Director-General and the members of the Secretariat for their very helpful work, 

which had been carried out with, such quiet efficiency that it was almost taken for 

granted. 

Mr GEEÎÎA2RTS (Belgium) associated himself with the sentiments expressed by 

Mr Brady. 

The CKAIRLIAN declared the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal 

Hatters closed. 

The meeting rose at 10»50 a«m. 


